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Welcome to the CLIC web

This is a collaboration area for CLIC-related studies, for detectors and the accelerator.
In order to gain rights to edit or create CLIC Detector related sites within this wiki please read this. For the rights connected to the Accelerator section please contact the ClicAcceleratorGroup.

CLIC Sub Projects

• Accelerator
• Detector

CLIC Committees

• CLIC Communication Initiative

Available Information

• UserDocumentationCategory
• CERNWikiFaq
• TWiki.org support

CLIC Web Utilities

• - advanced search
• WebTopicList - all topics in alphabetical order
• WebChanges - recent topic changes in this web
• WebNotify - subscribe to an e-mail alert sent when topics change
• WebRss, WebAtom - RSS and ATOM news feeds of topic changes
• WebStatistics - listing popular topics and top contributors
• WebPreferences - preferences of this web